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City Council Member, Larken Egleston, flanked by Charlotte and North Carolina
planning officials at the inauguration of the new Sugar Creek Bridge.

EAST SUGAR CREEK FLOWS ONCE AGAIN
On Wednesday, April 17, after nearly three and a half years, East Sugar Creek Road reopened with a
soaring new roadway bridge over the LYNX light rail and North Carolina Railroad corridor.

Overview of the new roadway connections at N. Davidson and E. Sugar Creek Road.

Think back to that sad old intersection and railroad crossing: traffic backed up to North Tryon and
The Plaza multiple times per hour for freight and Amtrak trains. And the pedestrian crossing? Forget
about it. The old E. Sugar Creek was never meant for people. And it will remain one of Charlotte’s
busiest cross-town beltways (known as NC Route 4) which snakes its way from I-85 on Sugar Creek Road, becoming Eastway,
Wendover, Runnymeade, Woodlawn, and finally Billy Graham Parkway at the airport and I-85 again.
By Evan Plante

The circulation of Sugar Creek Road was critical to the city and state, which is why it was reconstructed as a bridge in
partnership with the construction of the LYNX light rail. But during its critical stage, the NoDa and Howie Acres neighborhoods
certainly took one for the team.
Now let’s celebrate the clean slate of the new NoDa North portal which relinks our neighborhood to Asian Corners’ excellent
Compare Foods, Truc Vietnamese, Dino’s Diner, and Le’s Bahn Mi sandwich shop. Let’s welcome new neighbors Charlotte
Art League, Station House, and many new artists and non-profits popping up in the Greenway and Trailhead warehouses
under the new bridge. And if we will, shall we mourn the closing of our convenient Wells Fargo branch and Rite Aid, who
sadly did not make it after all these years.
In this edition of the NoDa News, we will take a look around NoDa North and highlight the businesses who are expanding
NoDa’s district well past the original village at 36th Street.
East Sugar Creek Road before and after (facing toward NoDa and Charlotte)
The Station House and Charlotte Art League visible at LYNX light rail station.
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The Blue Pony Printmaking Studio at the end of The Renaissance retail fronts.

FROM 37TH TO ANDERSON + BEYOND
The Colony

Several small businesses exist beyond NoDa’s historic downtown area. Below is a survey of the
businesses along North Davidson between the Johnston Mill and Crown Station. Though parking
requires some creative thinking, we encourage you to check out these neighboring businesses that
provide services beyond the restaurant, bar, and entertainment scene.

The Renaissance

#3440 Laurel Belle Photography
Charlotte native Laura Tompkins is the owner/photographer. Her business concentrates on portraits,
including professional headshots and mommy-and-me sessions. Unique to this studio is The
Confidence Project for young women age ten and up, providing a package of portraits matched up
with quotes from loved ones. The goal of the project is to instill confidence and provide a timeless
reminder that they are loved. www.laurelbellephotography.com

#3522 Old News Vintage
They buy, sell, and trade in vintage (pre-2000) clothing, movies, music, and memorabilia. Clothing
tends towards sportswear and streetwear. Merchandise has a pop culture focus: cartoon, sports
teams, music, etc., with a specialty in North Carolina and Charlotte themes. The owners live in the
Renaissance. Pro tip: Order on their ebay store and avoid shipping fees by picking up in the store.
www.ebay.com/str/oldnewsvtg

#3444 Charlotte Movement Arts Studio
The studio has specialized Gyrontonic® equipment and is the home studio for Master Trainer, Alissa
Getz Waller. Book your private session online for pilates, Gyrotonic® and Gyrokinesis® methods, or
dance. www.gyrotoniccharlottenoda.com

#3528 ReniMart
Get all your basics at this walkable convenience store: beer, wine, cigarettes, milk, bread, frozen
meals, and frozen desserts. Open most nights until 10 pm. This business is for sale! Call Jhonathan
at 704-369-9118 to inquire. www.facebook.com/ReniMart

#3448 CoCo Yoni Lounge
Vsteam treatments are growing in popularity as many people experience benefits such as relieving
stress, depression, infections, hormone imbalances, and headaches. Coco Yoni
provides customized Vsteam experiences. www.facebook.com/cocoyonilounge
#3452 Salon Stilettos
Hair stylist Shiron Sanders focuses on providing a regular regimen for business
professionals to maintain healthy hair. Services offered include color,
texturizing, relaxing, hydrating, and restorative treatments as well as bridal
party styling. www.facebook.com/SalonStilettos
#3460 Comprehensive Home Care
From pediatric home care to hospital-to-home transition to at-home senior
care, these CNA caregivers offer family-focused in-home care services based on
building strong relationships with the patient and family. Call 704-33-5214 for
an in-home assessment. www.comprehensivenc.com
#3464 Carolina Speech and Occupational Therapy
This award-winning business has locations throughout the region. The NoDa
location is one of their two feeding clinics, offering individualized therapy
with speech-language pathologists and occupational therapists, specializing
in feeding aversions and swallowing disorders in children from birth to
adolescence. www.carolinaspeechtherapy.com
#3468 Moulin Bouge
This full service spa offers waxing, corrective skincare, facial treatments, nail
services, eyelash & brow services, massage therapy, and Vsteaming. Men
are offered waxing, facials, mani-pedi’s, and beard treatments as well. By
appointment only. www.moulinbouge.com
#3472 MND Accounting
This full-service, licensed accounting firm offers a wide-range of financial
services for business owners, executives, and independent professionals.
mndaccounting.com
#3476 Urban Nest Realty
Kenneth Lin is the owner-operator at this full-service real estate firm engaged
in residential and commercial sales brokerage, property management, and
investment holdings. www.urbannestnc.com

#3536 Saussy Burbank
Custom homes builder Saussy Burbank opened this office for its proximity
to its current NoDa projects now under construction: Highland Park
Townhomes near Highland Mills and Spencer Street Townhomes at 36th
Street and Spencer. www.saussyburbank.com/communities
Deejai Noodle Bar, Crown Station,
Sherwin Williams, and the breweries #3550 Jade Sky
of Divine Barrel and Bold Missy are NY transplant Marissa Jade Willinsky opened a NY-inspired boutique here
just the start of NoDa North.
last November. Color and texture pops from the racks, and the space is
energized with art from local artists. Ladies’ fashion and accessories are
Did you know that NoDa Studios is available for all ages, sexes, and beliefs. www.shopjadesky.com
home to countless Charlotte-based
bands’, musicians’, and DJs’ rehearsal #3558 Hand’s Law Office
studios? This warehouse isn’t open to Comprehensive legal advice and services are available in the fields of
the public, but beyond the keypad are real estate, family law, bankruptcy, and injury, among other areas. www.
countless hallways and rooms belching handslawonline.com
a cacophony of overlapping genres of
music at all hours of the day and night. #3576 Earths Blend Bath & Body
A midweek evening often sounds like This family-owned business makes small-batch bath and body products. Buy
every instrument in the world being bath truffles, bath tea, soaps, body scrubs, body butter, goats milk lotion, and
thrown down a set of stairs (until you more at this location. In the rear of the store is Pure Wax & Beaute Bar, a spa
can decode one band and one song of with full body waxing and express facials. Owner-operator Naquette Porter
course). And they have a mascot NoDa has been in the beauty business for over fifteen years and an esthetician for
skunk! …I think.
eight. www.earthsblend.com

NoDa North

Crossfit NoDa started in the Newco
Fiber warehouses at the Ultimate Gym.
As Novel NoDa and 36th Street Station
were built, Crossfit NoDa has found a
new home on Anderson Street in NoDa
North.
Antioch Road to Glory International
Ministry hosts many fellowship and
community events in a building on
North Davidson that once housed a
speakeasy dance club called Dammit Janet.

#3590 Blue Pony Studio Press
The Blue Pony Studio first opened in NoDa’s downtown next to Center of
the Earth Gallery in the building that now houses Fu’s Tattoos. In the early
2000s, owner Mary Lou Sussman was one of the first retail owners to buy a
unit and move her printmaking studio to The Renaissance. Blue Pony has
anchored the far end of N. Davidson Street through the lonely, dangerous,
and dark years, and is now a legacy private studio for printmaking. Blue Pony
is rarely open to the public, but it is possible to set up an appointment or
consultation.
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Charlotte Art League anchors the Trailhead Adaptive Reuse Project warehouses
located below the new Sugar Creek Bridge and alongside LYNX Sugar Creek light rail
station. More renovation and new construction is beginning now on the property.

By Brooke Gibbons

The Charlotte Art League, Charlotte’s oldest nonprofit art gallery, reopened in
NoDa North at 4100 Raleigh Street in October 2018. Charlotte Art League, or
“CAL” as its members refer to it, is the anchor tenant at the Station House, a
mixed-use development campus located at the Sugar Creek Lynx Light Rail stop.

The Station House is a part of the Trailhead Adaptive Reuse Project, founded by Tony Kuhn and
Flywheel Group. Kuhn and his team are redeveloping the space along the light rail and along the
newly opened Sugar Creek bridge. When completed, the space will have a multitude of diverse
tenants including arts and culture groups, nonprofits, offices, restaurants, and more. The project
is on both sides of the Sugar Creek bridge, and a green space is planned under the bridge as a
connector for the spaces.
The Charlotte Art League is thrilled to be in their new space at the Station House after losing their
lease in South End to developers in late 2017. CAL currently occupies over 8500 square feet of the
former Source Recycling warehouse. CAL offers wall display space and studios for artists at below
market rate. Members of the Charlotte Art League are also eligible to enjoy discount entry fees in
the organization’s monthly gallery exhibit, higher commission rates on pieces sold, opportunities
to exhibit offsite, and special members-only workshops, talks, and programs.

Charlotte Art League’s 8500 square foot gallery and artists’ booth space

As a nonprofit, CAL is committed to providing art opportunities to all populations. In addition to
regular art programming open to the public, they also partner with numerous local agencies and
outreach organizations to provide an art community that is specific to the organization’s needs.
UMAR holds weekly art workshops for their adult members with cognitive and developmental
challenges, and Lifespan, a similar group, showcases their work at CAL. CAL also sells work from
participants of Speak Up, the city’s homeless publication. Inspire the Fire has their training and
rehearsal space for their youth members at the gallery, and this summer CAL is planning to have
their first summer art camp for students on the autism spectrum. Guerilla Poets holds monthly
poetry sessions in the CAL gallery, and SHIFT has life development meetings for at-risk youth. The
Charlotte Art League has also hosted classes for Metrolina Association of the Blind (MAB) and
has had special exhibits for the LGBTQ+ organization Time Out Youth, Mental Health America
(MHA) of Central Carolina, and several schools and small community groups.
While work will continue at the Trailhead for the next year, the Charlotte Art League is excited
about the completion of the Sugar Creek bridge and their easy access to the gallery via the Sugar
Creek light rail stop. With CAL’s multitude of free and low-cost community art events, they hope
to get with their business neighbors in NoDa and other groups along the Lynx Light Rail to develop
a monthly Light Rail Crawl that will include art galleries, cultural offerings, and brewery stops.

Artist and muralist Nicholas Napoletano’s semi-public warehouse workshop
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FEELIN’
OPTIMISTIC
By Mark John Lynch

If you have lived in or around the area for any significant amount of time, you are
familiar with that famously quiet stretch of land in Optimist Park between Uptown
and NoDa. Between high-speed Parkwood Avenue and desolate North Brevard
Street, it is typically used as a cut-through for drivers on their way to NoDa.

over the region for over 35 years, including the former pop-up market behind Smelly Cat, and
most recently on Main Street in downtown Gastonia. She will be connecting organizers with her
decades of networks—artisans, artists, craftspeople—to bring a diverse range of offerings to the
market. “I’m really excited to see what is possible at this great spot throughout the summer!”

With North Davidson Street one block over, one would think it would see more
action, particularly with the Blue Line Extension running right alongside. Not so
for many years. Luckily that is about to change.

Keep an eye out as the weather warms up, because the next big street market will be later this
summer located outside Alta Warp + Weft apartments, directly across from 25th St Station. You can
expect more featured food trucks, new-to-the-scene (and quick favorite of this author) dessert/
brunch cart Rich Waffle, and live music from local acts. Permits are currently being filed to take
over the street. Plus, with the future Little Sugar Creek Greenway extension located directly
behind the community, and the upcoming 25th Street bridge connection to begin this summer, this
is set to become the next hot block.

Enter the Optimist Park Pop-Up Street Market, located and hosted by the brand-new Alta Warp +
Weft Luxury Apartments, directly across from 25th Street Station. Teaming up with local artists and
artisans, this event is poised to make this barren cut-through the new happening spot on this west
leg of Little Sugar Creek.
The very first Saturday market, held on April 13 this year, featured Hiya Korean food truck, King of
Pops, and live music by Todd Johnson (of Todd Johnson & the Revolvers), and was a great time to all.
We asked an attendee who has lived in NoDa for many years their thoughts: “This area has so much
potential, I’m so pumped to see what is possible here as this gets bigger!”
Local artist, Denise Ciccone, was in attendance selling her wares: “This area has so much potential
to become another community node.” Ciccone has been the lead organizer of pop-up markets all

As this event grows and turnout to this formerly quiet stretch increases, expect festivities to
become grander and more frequent as the season rolls on.
Vendor spots are still available but going fast. If interested, please send an email to mark.lynch@
woodpartners.com or live@altawarpandweft.com.
Mark Lynch is a Matthews, NC, native and has been a neighbor in NoDa, Optimist Park, and Villa
Heights over the last decade. He currently lives in the Belmont neighborhood and is a Leasing
Specialist at Alta Warp + Weft Luxury Apartments.
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NODA AUTHOR
WRITES NEW NOVEL

Clio Rising, the latest novel by Paula Martinac, was published April 23, 2019. Paula will be
reading excerpts from the book at her book release at Park Road Books (4139 Park Road) on
Wednesday, May 8, from 7:00 to 8:30 pm.

Martinac lives in NoDa and teaches creative writing at UNCC. In
1990, her novel Out of Time won the Lambda Literary Award for
By Lauren Schalburg
Lesbian Fiction. Recently, the mill town setting of her novel The
Ada Decades was partially based on NoDa and was featured in the April 2017 NoDa
News.
She told us, “In a funny way, Clio Rising grew out of The Ada Decades, although they’re
very different books. In one chapter of Ada, the two main characters make a trip from
Charlotte to New York City in the early 1980s. Writing the chapter made me kind of
nostalgic for NYC, where I lived as a young writer, and I wanted to return to that time
and place.”
Clio Rising tells the story of young Livvie Bliss, who moves from North Carolina to New
York to pursue a career in publishing and, more importantly, to live openly as a lesbian.
After struggling to make it in the big city, Livvie is finally hired by a literary agency to
assist Clio Hartt, an irritable and cloistered 80-something-year-old writer who has rarely
left her Greenwich Village apartment in four decades.
The two connect around their shared North Carolina heritage. Paula shares, “In Clio,
I created two characters who have a working relationship in NYC circa 1983. One is
an idealistic young woman from Asheville; the other is a misanthropic octogenarian
novelist from Hendersonville. About two-thirds of the way through the novel, they take
a trip back to western North Carolina that shakes up both of their worlds. It was fun for
me to ‘revisit’ a Manhattan that doesn’t exist anymore and to imagine Asheville in its
grittier days.”

“A wonderful tale of
lesbian and literary
New York in the
1980s, often funny,
sometimes raunchy,
sometimes romantic,
and always real.
Paula Martinac has
a gift for bringing
different pasts to life.
Her portrait of the
difficult friendship
between two women
of contrasting
generations is both
generous and wise.”
– Christopher Bram,
author of Gods and
Monsters.

The story unfolds, and uncomfortable parallels emerge as Livvie learns more about
Clio’s new manuscript and her romantic relationship with a playwright. In Clio’s final
days the writer shares a secret that could upend not only Livvie’s life but the entire literary establishment.

“Clio Rising is about trying to find a new home for yourself when you’re queer because the place you come from
isn’t a good fit,” says Martinac. “Livvie and Clio are both transplants from North Carolina. Though from different
generations, they’re equally invested in reinventing themselves—and together they discover that home runs much
deeper in their blood than they ever realized.”
Clio Rising is published by Bywater Books, producing commercial fiction for lesbians, feminists, and all readers. It
is available at local bookstores and online.
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THE FRIED ROOSTER
You‘ve probably driven by The Fried Rooster’s unassuming location across from Food
Lion at 3128 The Plaza.
Just as the name implies, this establishment’s specialty is a take on the southern
staple: fried chicken. And it is cooked masterfully. These crispy, amber-hued pieces
By Andy Nhung
are fried to order. Expect a moist, juicy, perfectly seasoned bird served alongside
the usual suspects: honey butter glazed biscuits, cornbread, gooey mac n’ cheese,
mashed potatoes, green beans, coleslaw, or potato wedges.
Other menu offerings include wings tossed in your choice of one of 25 house-made sauces, sandwiches
and wraps, chicken livers, salads, and a selection of fresh desserts made daily. There are even a few
middle-eastern dishes, and the restaurant takes pride in their 100% halal certification.
Owner Hass Hamma plans to do middle-eastern specials on weekends, including a specialty red meat
dish on Friday and a specialty chicken dish on Saturdays. “Come early, the specials go fast,” says Hamma,
who is no stranger to small business and also owns Hass Electrical of Matthews, NC. He says that the
restaurant has been open for about six months, but before they took over the space and completed the
renovations, the property was under the management of a different business owner that unsuccessfully
failed to renovate and utilize the location’s potential, ultimately leaving it unused for many months.

You can grab a gulp and write a Yolp!
NoDa News will publish your local guide to
hidden gems and secret favorites. We support
our local businesses, so be supportive and
take good, high-res photos (iPhone originals in
good light). Send an email to news@noda.org.
The Fried Rooster is an affordable lunch or dinner option to add to your rotation. The two-piece
fried chicken meal served with a side and biscuit set me back a mere $7.57. Order takeout or
enjoy your meal in the spacious dinning room. The staff is friendly and accommodating. Service
feels personal and extends to the restaurant’s overall laid-back vibe. The interior is thoughtfully
decorated and features imagery that graciously pays homage to the Scottish and African roots
that birthed this deep-fried tradition. There are also plenty of TV’s to catch your favorite teams
while you enjoy your meal.
This is a wonderful and welcome addition to the neighborhood that definitely merits a stop by.
The Fried Rooster is open Tuesday through Saturday from 11 am to 10 pm and on Sundays from
noon to 9 pm.
Editor’s Note: On Andy’s recommendation, I tried the Fried Rooster. They were offering chicken
pastries for $2, and I couldn’t resist. The beautifully golden and flaky pie crust surrounded a
ground chicken filling that was exotically spiced and set off with fresh peppers that gave just
the right bit of heat. It was to-die-for and a good indication that the in-house desserts are legit.
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TaroScopes

Scorpio (Oct 23 to Nov 21) - Hanged Man: Don’t let money drive you
insane. It’s just energy. Revisit past financial decisions so that you are not
overly optimistic or pessimistic. There is nothing to fear but fear itself. Get
out of your head and create your own diversion with a new exercise routine.
NoDa Yoga, perhaps?

Taurus (Apr 20 to May 20) - The Tower: You plan; God laughs! Just when
you thought you had it all figured out, you realize you don’t. It’s time to
reexamine your belief systems and make room for adjustments. Change
can be good. Go to Mac Tabby Cat Café to get a feline perspective.

Sagittarius (Nov 22 to Dec 21) - The Star: You have an internal conflict
around a specific relationship. Are you better off on your own, or will you
stick it out? Don’t think about it – feel about it. Your body knows the answer.
Do what makes you feel good … but not so good you have a hangover.

Gemini (May 21 to Jun 20) - 3 of Cups: You’ve learned how to slow down
your monkey-mind and allow optimism to shine through your emotional
baggage. Clarity around joint finances is in the cards for you. So go to
Noda Company Store and celebrate with friends! The more, the merrier!

Capricorn (Dec 22 to Jan 19) - 4 of Wands: An uncomfortable but productive
time is pending, surrounding the importance you place on yourself, your
relationships, and your home. Ride this thing out. The only way out is through.
Go to Sunshine Daydreams and pick up some CBD flower. Relax.

Cancer (Jun 21 to Jul 22) - The Hermit: You have a “relationship pattern”
that has revisited to bite you in the ass … AGAIN! It’s time to connect
with yourself through meditation or time alone. Determine what the
lesson is, so you can move on. Idea: Grab a book on meditation at
Curio, Craft & Conjure.

Aquarius (Jan 20 to Feb 18) - Temperance: The potential for social overload
can be high if you’re not careful. Stop over compromising. You have your own
obligations. Now is NOT the time for “people pleasing,” unless the person is
YOU.

Leo (Jul 23 to Aug 22) - 5 of Pentacles: If an old health issue resurfaced,
your body is trying to tell you something. It may be time to let go of
those self-defeating habits and embrace new self-loving habits while
the weather makes it easier for you to do so. Get out of the house and
take a walk in the park. Hug a tree.
Virgo (Aug 23 to Sep 22 ) - 2 of Pentacles: Hey, Gumby, feel like you
are being pulled in 2 directions? It’s time to put more quality time
into what gives you the most joy. Make a list of all the things you
love to do. YOU are the boss of you – no matter what anyone else
says or thinks.
Libra (Sep 23 to Oct 22) - 4 of Swords: As much as you want to get away, your
finances are not going to let you go too far. That doesn’t mean you can’t have
fun! Book a room someplace local and fun but far enough away from your dayto-day. Give yourself a (much needed) break.

Pisces (Feb 19 to Mar 20) - Chariot: Your attention has been divided, so now is
the time for checks and balances. The overwhelm you’ve been feeling is telling
you it is time for you to let go of who and what is no longer honoring you. Feed
your soul. Go to Billy Jack’s Shack.
Aries (Mar 21 to Apr 19) - 2 of Swords: You feel an overwhelming need to change
things up. Be sure it’s the best thing for you, or you will regret it. Take a moment
to determine what it is that you value most. Hold that thought. Mainfest THAT.
You may find that you already have.

By Gina Spriggs

Charlotte native Gina Spriggs has a global cult-following for her
book The Intuitive Tarot Workbook, and her courses The Art
of Intuitive Tarot and The Secrets of Tarot Cards for Creating
Abundance on DailyOM. NoDa folks can visit her in the flesh! Get
a reading, grab a tarot deck, or get a custom carved candle by
visiting Gina (and her daughter Gianna) at Curio, Craft & Conjure
at 3204 North Davidson, Suite C (upstairs).
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EVERYDAY RHYTHMS: STORIES OF HOPE
By Levi Gray

“Fairy tales do not give the child his first idea of boogey. What fairy tales give
the child is his first clear idea of the possible defeat of boogey. The baby has
known the dragon intimately ever since he had an imagination. What the fairy
tale provides for him is a St. George to kill the dragon.” ― G.K. Chesterton,
Tremendous Trifles

Every one of us grew up reading or hearing stories. Even before we could
understand the words, our parents would open up a book and tell tales of heroes, monsters, bravery,
suspense, and true love.
Stories are an integral part of our lives and perhaps more important than many of us think. The tales
our parents tell us give us a small picture of what kind of world we live in: the good, the bad, and the
ugly. Most importantly, though, they tell us of what kind of world we can hope for.
This is important because all our lives are stories about ourselves. Every one of us has experienced
joy, sorrow, laughter, pain, and much more. While we haven’t battled dragons, many of us have
battled depression. While we probably haven’t saved a damsel in distress, many of us have offered a
helping hand to someone in need. The stories we read as children teach us about the world around
us but so do our own stories.
On Saturday, April 13, Convergence Church welcomed Matthew Korte, Pastor of Care and Community
at Missio Dei Church in Cincinnati, Ohio. Matthew shared with us how the congregation of Missio
Dei became burdened by the stories of children in their community and around the world who did
not have families of their own. Missio Dei Church decided to do something about it. Now more than
half of their church has chosen to change the stories of children from stories of loss and loneliness
to stories of hope and love, either through direct adoption or through hospitality towards fostered
children. They have found children floating around “the system” and have helped them to find a
sense of belonging. Matthew shared his vision with our church, and showed us that through praying,
providing, and even welcoming these children into our homes, Convergence Church can make an
impact as well.
As of this writing, we are one small week from celebrating our Resurrection Sunday service at North
Charlotte Park, which coincides with our church’s second anniversary celebration. Many families
have come to Convergence Church these past two years with stories just like the above—stories of
loneliness, sadness, and pain—but together we have learned that we are all part of an even greater
story, His story, that we especially celebrate during the Easter season: a story of sacrifice, of betrayal
and death, and ultimately, a story of hope. The crucifixion of Jesus Christ, the moment of ultimate
despair, is not the end. On the other end of the darkness of death is a bright and shining light: the
resurrection—the hope of eternal life. This is the story of the world, and it is the story that gives us
hope.

crepecellar.com

growlerspourhouse.com

As we have been impacted by this story, our lives have changed to reflect its truths. Broken
marriages have been restored, people have been set free from addiction, and best of all, people
have learned to love each other and their communities selflessly and sacrificially. We are taking the
opportunity to share this story of hope with those around us who feel as if hope is beyond their
reach, both in word and in deed.
This is why we celebrate Easter every year. We remind ourselves and those around us of the story
shaping our lives and the hope that lies beyond our darkest moments. If you are interested in
sharing your story with us at Convergence Church, or with joining us as we begin to reach out to
children through our foster care/adoption ministry, we’d love for you to visit us at 3321 The Plaza
www.convergencechurchnc.com.

to
be

PROUD
IN NODA

reigningdoughnuts.com

haberdish.com
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NoDa Neighbors &
Businesses,
We are already four months into 2019. Winter seems
to have finally left, and NoDa patios are bursting with
neighbors and visitors enjoying the spring weather.
While we are still early into the year, the NoDa Neighborhood and Business Association (NBA) board and volunteers have been busy working towards the 2019 goals
the association set in February.
Of all of the progress so far this year, I think I am most
excited about the revival of some previously defunct
committees.
•

•

•

NoDaRioty: Board member Sema Yap
and former NoDa News editor Jillian
Mueller are heading up the revamped
NoDaRioty committee. After only two
meetings, participation is high, and creative ideas are abundant. Keep an eye
out for some of their projects coming to
both neighborhood and street.
NoDa Business Council: The re-established Business Council has over fifteen
business members (twice as many as
last year) and is meeting monthly to define and execute common goals. Initial
conversations have focused on uniting
neighborhood businesses, continuing
to build NoDa’s brand as the Arts & Entertainment district, and bringing new
cross-business events to the neighborhood.
Thank you to board member Matt Alvis for
bringing these businesses together.
NoDaWEEN: Planning, led by board member Julianne Kiro, is in full swing. They are
bringing back the Freaky 5K costume race
and working hard to bring an awesome
NoDaWEEN to the neighborhood in October.

In February, the Board also talked about our plans to refresh the NoDa Vision Plan. The 2010
document has been instrumental in guiding our growth over the past decade, especially during a time of
increased attention from developers due to Charlotte’s economic growth and the Lynx Blue Line. As a longterm planning tool, it is important for us to revisit the plan from time to time to ensure it considers recent
changes and is effectively guiding our future.
As you may have heard, the City of Charlotte is also working to develop a “Charlotte Future 2040 Comprehensive Plan.” This document will be developed over the next two years and is intended to guide what
projects the city approves, where development can occur, and what neighborhoods will look like at the end
of the next stage of the city’s growth.
The city’s focus on the 2040 Plan and other efforts, like Charlotte’s Unified Development Ordinance (UDO)
and state-designated “opportunity zones,” make it even more important that NoDa is planning for its own
future.
Our revived Vision Committee, led by board member Kevin Sutton, is re-establishing a platform for residents, businesses, and other stakeholders (like neighboring communities) to talk about their hopes for the future of NoDa. During the last association meeting, Kevin led an exercise for
association members to provide their thoughts on what they want NoDa to be in 2040. If you were unable to participate, but want to send your
thoughts, please email vision@noda.org.
Your NoDa NBA President,
We hope to see you at the NoDa NBA meetings on the first Tuesday of each month at
6:30 pm at Heist Brewing. We recognize that the spring and summer bring many conflicts and competing priorities, so don’t forget that latest updates can always be found
at www.noda.org. Or, you can always reach out to me directly at president@noda.org.

Jacob Horr
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By Grace Sanders

#askingforme is an advice column featuring Grace Sanders, a NoDa based psychotherapist
with over 25 years of
experience helping people improve their “human-in-process” stuff. Send questions to
her at askingforme@noda.
org (or use the anonymous forms on the NoDa News blog).

Dear Grace,
I recently turned 40 and have been struggling a bit with where my life is. I mean, I have a
pretty good job that I like and a happy marriage, but lately I just find myself sort of dreading
my daily existence. When the alarm goes off in the morning, I think to myself, “Ugh, do I really
have to get up and go do this all again?” Am I depressed? Why don’t I want to get out of bed
in the morning? Once I get up and get going about my day, I generally enjoy it. But, I’m worried that I don’t feel more excited to greet the day when I wake up.
Signed,
- Don’t Wanna Get Out of Bed
Dear Don’t Wanna Get Out of Bed,
Getting out of bed is hard, so bravo, you, for doing it every day!
I’ve often thought it would make a great documentary to travel the world and ask many different kinds of people, “What gets you out of bed?”
Perhaps it would be better to ask, “HOW do you get out of bed?” Because it seems we’ve
come to believe that the happy people awaken, ready to leap out of bed with a sense of joy
and gratitude in the glory and majesty of being alive, eager to embark upon the opportunities
that await them in the day ahead. We imagine them springing out of bed, ecstatic to greet the
day, and in comparison, we think we must be doing something wrong. Moreover, and more
insidiously, we think something must be wrong with us. And so begins the day with our minds
already laden with self-criticism, spinning in the feeling that we don’t do enough, we don’t
have enough, that we, ourselves, are not enough.
I wonder when this happened. When did the so-called “ordinary”—the get up and go to work,
walk the dog, do the grocery shopping, pay the bills, make dinner, enjoy the company of loved
ones, take a walk, brush your teeth, go to bed, and get up and do it all again—become not
enough? When did waking up each day and doing your life as it is become not enough?
The real question, Don’t Wanna Get Out of Bed, is: Is it enough for you? And if it is (and it
sounds like it is), then I encourage you to relax, enjoy, and embrace it. If it’s not, figure out
what is missing and try to add that. But don’t immediately assume that because getting out
of bed is hard that something is wrong with you or that you are not enough. Don’t fall into
the trap of thinking that others are literally leaping out of bed doing more meaningful, more
exciting things than you.
Just remember to treat yourself with self-loving kindness, and understand how challenging it
can be to muster the capacity to face each day with a sense of intention instead of comparing
yourself with some illusive “other.” There is absolutely nothing wrong with you just because
getting out of bed is hard. For many of us, getting out of bed might be the hardest thing we do
all day.
With light and love,
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NODA NEIGHBORHOOD &
BUSINESS (NBA) MEETING

FIRST
TUESDAY
OF EVERY
MONTH

Join your fellow neighbors for our monthly NoDa Neighborhood
and Business Association meeting on Tuesday, May 7, 6:30pm at
our new location: Heist Brewery in the Canteen Taproom.

VOLUNTEER TO
BE A NODA
ADVOCATE!

